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1. [adjective]  The guide did not help us. He only sat on the sofa and fell in sleep asleep. 

2. [adjective] It is too danger dangerous for me and the other tourists. I am sure the coach can be 
slower. 

3. [adverb] It can make tourists more easy easily go to the country parks. 

4. [agreement] Finally, we bought some food to eat ourself ourselves. 

5. [agreement] I will send these problems to relevant government departments to deal with it them. 

6. [choice] The guide did not concern care about the coach and was rude when we complained. 

7. [comparison] The guide made us more angry angrier and wait for a long time. 

8. [d.q.] Can you find somebody to clean the coach after a trip? Does your company know what is 
respect is? 

9. [d.q.] Guidebooks and maps are not very expensive, but why does the government does not 
print them? 

10. [extra words] On theThe bus floor, it was very dirty. On the bus floor, there was some dirty 
water on it. 

11. [gerund] After finish finishing dinner, we went to the hotel to check in. 

12. [i.q.] Electrical appliances were switched on, but nobody was inside. It was very wasteful and 
why the emergency station could nobody took care of the emergency station. 

13. [infinitive] The driver seemed could not to hear our warnings. 

14. [noun] I hope you can give me a receive reply (receipt). 

15. [participle] People on the coach felt so scare scared and surprise surprised about the speeding. 

16. [passive] I hope the problems that I complain can solve be solved as soon as possible. 

17. [preposition] Please see to these matters immediately. I look forward to your favourable reply. 

18. [preposition] The driver thought there was no need to care about the bus speed. He did not wait 
for the green lights to start his bus. 

19. [rewrite] The floor of the coach was wet. We were It was easy for us to get hurt. 

20. [spelling] My family and all the travelling people tourists were unhappy with this tour. 

21. [spelling] The driver drove too fast. He would have knocked down some walkmen pedestrians. 

22. [superlative] That was not the most bad worst thing. The most bad worst thing was the food. 

23. [tense] The driver was drived drove very fast, just like in a car race! 

24. [there] How could 3 dishes of food feed 8 people? It was There were not enough dishes to 
share. 

25. [uncountable] There were many was much rubbish on the floor of the coach. 

26. [verb] I am writing to complaint complain about the package holiday tour. 

27. [verb] The food was tasted very bad taste. 

28. [word order] During the holiday, I and my family and I joined a package tour to Beijing. 

29. [word order] If the driver continues to drive like this, it an accident will happen an accident 
very soon. 

30. [word order] People on the road ran fast away who walked on the road. 


